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Teed Off: How Park Hill Golf Course
Ended Up in the Hands of Developers
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On a recent, blazing-hot Friday, the Educare campus at Clayton Early

Learning is abuzz with children playing in t he halls and swarming their

teachers. These children, from months-old infants to five-year-olds, enroll

in Clayton’s programs through the summer months, receiving research-

backed care and evaluation funded by a historic philanthropic trust.

Nearly all of them come from families that live below the poverty line, but

you wouldn’t know it looking down the clean, spacious hallway of

classrooms in a facility that most public high schools would envy. Clayton’s

Educare campus was built in 2006 as an addition to the century-old red-

brick Historic Clayton Campus, a registered national landmark on the

corner of Martin Luther King Jr. and Colorado boulevards. “Often the

families, when they come in here for the first time, go, ‘Wow. I never

thought anybody valued me and my child to build us a place like this,’” says

Charlotte Brantley, Clayton’s outgoing CEO and president.

Clayton might be a nationally known nonprofit, but as Brantley is well

aware, it has faced its fair share of scrutiny in the past few years over one of

its funding sources.

On July 11, Clayton Early Learning sold the 155-acre plot of land that makes

up the now-defunct Park Hill Golf Course to real estate developer Westside

Investment Partners for $24 million. The land is still subject to a

conservation easement that prohibits development — or, technically, any

use other than a golf course.

“At this point, this was really the only way to get [to Clayton’s financial

goals],” says Brantley, who stayed on past her planned retirement to close

the deal, which she spent much of her tenure at Clayton negotiating. “This

wasn’t the only thing we had tried, but when someone came forward willing

to buy it for $24 million…it was frankly an offer that, as good stewards of

this trust, it wouldn’t have made sense for us to turn down,” she says.

The deal has set off a firestorm, with parks advocates ranging from Park

Hill residents to former mayor Wellington Webb claiming that the land

should not be developed. They argue that in an increasingly concrete

Denver, maintaining green space nearly the size of Washington Park should

be an urgent priority.

“There isn’t anything remotely this size in the city that, for generations to

come, could be preserved as open space,” says Woody Garnsey, a retired

lawyer from Park Hill and one of the most vocal advocates for the land.

Garnsey and his wife, Georgia, help spearhead the Save Open Space (SOS)

Denver group that plans to fight the powers-that-be. “Our view on that is

that once one acre of that land is covered with concrete, it will never be

green again. It will never come back,” says Garnsey.

But protecting the land from development isn’t going to be a simple battle,

even if plenty of people raise their voices. The decision to either lift the

conservation easement or rezone the land will ultimately lie with Denver

City Council. On the surface, members face a clear question: Should the

land be developed or not? But the terms on which that question will be

decided have been shaped by years of stalled negotiations, lawsuits and

public distrust.

THE STORY OF A PRESCHOOL AND A GOLF COURSE
Clayton Early Learning

has been trying to figure out the right way to get the Park Hill Golf Course

off its hands for decades. The golf course, originally a dairy farm, was one

of George Clayton’s assets when he died in 1899 and donated most of his

estate to the City of Denver for the establishment of a home and school for

“white, male orphans” in his name.

The city set up a trust commission to execute Clayton’s will and manage his

assets; the commission not only opened Clayton College, but it also dealt

with all of Clayton’s other properties for most of the next century. In 1930,

seeking a way to ensure the stability of the trust’s funds, the commission

agreed to turn the tract of land into a golf course.

Both the college and the golf course became embedded in Denver’s racial

history. In 1969, the Colorado Supreme Court found that it was illegal for

Clayton to restrict its services to white children, and Clayton liberalized its

admission to children of any race or gender. At that time, as former Denver

City Council president Cathy Reynolds remembers, most golf courses were

de facto closed to African-Americans; although there was no formal

segregation, they “were simply not welcome to play.” The two exceptions

were Park Hill and City Park golf courses, which were open to all residents

of the then-majority-black neighborhoods. Former mayoral candidate and

state legislator Penfield Tate also remembers Park Hill Golf Course as a

popular gathering place for social groups in the African-American

community.

The governing structure of the Clayton trust didn’t change until the

mid-’70s, after the City began discussing expanding its offices into the

downtown U.S. Mint building and sold 35 acres in the northwest corner of

the Park Hill Golf Course to the federal government. That both ensured that

the Mint would stay in Denver and, as a letter from the city attorney at the

time stated, gave the Clayton trust “a very substantial sum of money for

property that is not now productive of a large return.”

The City never moved to the Mint. Instead, the federal government

auctioned off the land, and it was eventually redeveloped into an apartment

complex. And when the Rocky Mountain News reported that the City had

sold other parcels of Clayton’s land at below-market value, the City’s

attempt to score a win-win sale backfired. In 1981, Colorado Attorney

General J.D. MacFarlane petitioned to remove the City as trustee, alleging

that it had been deliberately “self-dealing” and misappropriating the trust’s

funds for its own benefit, so much so that a report found that the trust

could quadruple its earnings under new management. After University of

Denver Chancellor Chester Alter took control of the trust for an interim

period, the Clayton Foundation was formed and named as the new trustee

in 1984.

This new trustee was well aware that it could stand to make a lot more

from the golf course than the City ever had — after all, even back then, the

golf course was worth more as real estate. So in 1986, the Clayton

Foundation listed the property for sale and struck up a $10 million deal

with Fulenwider Inc., contingent upon rezoning of the property. But a few

years later, the deal was stalled because of a real estate downturn and

resistance from neighborhood groups (such as the still-resisting Greater

Park Hill Community), which, much as they do today, wanted the land to

remain open space.

Reynolds was president of Denver City Council during much of this back-

and-forth between Clayton and the City. As she tells it, the City recognized

that “the Clayton trust needed money to continue their mission,” but

prospects for a sale going through looked grim. So instead, Clayton

negotiated a higher annual rental payment from then-golf course manager

Belford Wallen. And in a $300 million bond referendum in 1989, city

council included a line that gave it $2 million toward the purchase of the

Park Hill Golf Course.

That amount wasn’t enough to buy the golf club, remembers Reynolds, so

the City couldn’t take immediate action. When Webb came into the mayor’s

office, aide Andrew Wallach, an open-space advocate, came up with a

different idea: The City could pay Clayton to put a conservation easement

on the land that would ensure its continuation as a golf course, and Clayton

could continue receiving annual payments. After years of appraisals and

legal negotiations, Clayton determined that the amount was fair, and in

1997, Webb’s administration put the conservation easement on the land.

“The idea that we sold to the people is that it was going to remain open

space and not be another strip-mall development,” Reynolds says. “But I

guess they’re at it again.”

It is somewhat unusual to place a conservation easement on a golf course,

and even more unusual that the two parties involved were a nonprofit trust

and a municipality. Today, attempts to put conservation easements on golf

courses are often denied tax benefits. Still, Webb says, the City believed it

had legitimately arranged to preserve the Park Hill Golf Course in

perpetuity. “We never dreamed, at that point in time, that attorneys would

attempt to remove it,” he says.

Jeff Peshut, a real estate manager who worked with LaSalle Partners to list

the property for sale back in the ’80s and then served on Clayton’s board

for many years, thinks Clayton should have recognized the conservation

easement as equivalent to selling the rights to develop the land. “Anyone

who sold an interest in real estate in 1997 could sell it for a lot more in 2019.

But who gets that chance?” he says.

Apparently, Clayton does.

NEW DEAL, OLD WOUNDS

According to Ryan Luby, a public information officer at the Denver City

Attorney’s Office, lifting the conservation easement would require

extensive legal negotiations before city council gets to vote on it. “There’s

no way that it can magically disappear,” Luby says. Trepidation about that

fact has kept most potential buyers from closing in on a sale (though

Brantley says several had expressed interest in the past few years).

But then about eight months ago, Brantley says, Westside simply

approached Clayton, offering to buy the land for $24 million up front,

conservation easement and all.

The proposal left those who have been watching this tract of land for a long

time wondering: Why would Westside put up that amount of money if it

isn’t sure it can develop the land? “It is very unusual for someone to

pay...$24 million for land that technically they cannot redevelop,” Tate

explains. “Many people in the community are scratching their heads and

thinking [that] if this transaction went forward...is there already a deal that

has been discussed where city council will let these people do anything

they want to?”

Peshut echoes that line of questioning: “Are they taking a huge risk for a

huge return, or did they already have an agreement with the administration

and city council to remove the conservation easement?” 

Westside managing principal and founder Andy Klein insists that his

company has no such agreement with city council, and that it was

“certainly a possibility” that the conservation easement would stay in place.

“That leaves me with a golf course,” he shrugs.

But that also leaves him with what appears to be a major deficit. A 2015

appraisal valued the golf course at only $3.1 million, whereas its potential

as a rezoned development site was over $27.3 million — and its value can

only have gone up in the years since.

Klein says that the first step Westside will take is to initiate a community

visioning process, which could take a year or more. Based on how open-

space advocates are reacting to the deal, he expects the result will include a

substantial park, but he doesn’t think preserving the entire chunk of land as

a golf course is what the public truly wants. “We currently have about 155

acres of privately owned golf course,” Klein says. “It is not usable by the

vast majority of the public who does not golf or pay a fee to use it. I believe

we can build something beneficial to the city, including one of the biggest

parks in the city.”

Of course, Westside also wants to include uses that would make the land

worth the $24 million it paid. Affordable housing, a grocery store and a

community center are also on the list of possibilities.

Community members like the Garnseys, meanwhile, are already suspicious

of Klein’s appeal to community visioning. “Our belief that we’ll be listened

to authentically and honestly is very low,” Georgia Garnsey says. That’s

because she and others had major objections to Clayton Early Learning’s

previous public comment process, which started in late 2016 with the

formation of the Park Hill Golf Course Citizens Advisory Council (PCAC).

On paper, at least, PCAC looks like a thorough process that included a

broad representation of voices. Its 28 members comprised five people

identified as “community stakeholders” (including Georgia Garnsey);

twelve people from various organizations representing nearby

neighborhoods; two Clayton Early Learning parents; and representatives

from local businesses and nonprofits. City council members Albus Brooks

and Christopher Herndon served as ex-officio, non-voting members. PCAC

met monthly for a year and a half; public policy and communications

consulting company CRL Associates facilitated the committee as it

conducted community surveys, reports on the value of the land for various

uses, and meetings with stakeholders.

Still, the Garnseys accuse Clayton of conducting a “sham” process. They

“just wanted to check a box that they had community involvement,” Woody

says. Tate, who attended a few PCAC meetings as an observer, got a similar

impression. “It became clear that they had a preconceived idea that they

were developing the site,” Tate says of Clayton. “They weren’t really

interested in community input; they wanted to get the community to

concede the fact that redevelopment was gonna happen. … The deal was

already baked and cooked and decided.”

“It was an insult to the people who were participating, because it blew apart

any expectation that this was supposed to be an objective process just to

find out what the community felt about what that land should be,” Woody

adds.

Brantley doesn’t deny that Clayton had a financial amount in mind: “We

had made it very clear to the community for the last four years that $24

million was our goal.” She explains that as it stood, the tenant golf course

operator, Arcis Golf, which had run the golf course since 1997, was paying

Clayton a set $700,000 per year, as long as the golf course remained in

operation. Since the amount was not adjusted for inflation, she says, “it was

diminishing in its ability to support the programming that we do here.” At

the same time, according to Brantley, fewer rounds of golf were being

played, and Arcis was ending up in the hole after its rental payments to

Clayton. (Arcis Golf did not respond to multiple requests for comment for

this story.)

But Brantley also maintains that Clayton is not in a financial bind as a

result of the burden of that land (though it did have to close its second

Educare campus suddenly for financial reasons before the start of the

school year in 2017). According to its 2018 financial report, Clayton had

nearly $33 million in assets and $14 million in annual revenue. Lease

payments from the golf course represented only about 5 percent of

Clayton’s total revenue that same year. But Clayton saw that financial

picture as increasingly less viable for the future, and since the land had

potential to generate much more as a development site, Clayton began to

consider selling it.

“It was about what the future of this land should be at this point in time, to

both meet community needs and as trustees of Mr. Clayton’s trust,”

Brantley says, adding that the latter obligates Clayton to manage its

finances so as to best serve the interests of underprivileged children.

Brantley says the $24 million will generate $1 million annually for the next

thirty years if properly invested and spent at the 5 percent rate that Clayton

is allowed to take out from the trust every year. Even with that longtime

goal, Brantley claims that Clayton’s intentions going into the community

visioning process were open-minded: “I used to say, if you could wave a

magic wand over that 155 acres, what would you do with it?”

That’s not how the Garnseys saw it. Challenging the assumption that the

land should be sold, they felt unheard. When Clayton conducted a survey of

community members, the Garnseys objected to what they say were leading

questions. (For example, the first question asked respondents how familiar

they were with Clayton and whether they knew that it served 20,000

disadvantaged children annually.) In the end, 50 percent of respondents

said they supported open space as one of their top three choices for the

land.

In 2018, Clayton produced a vision statement called “A Vision for the

Future of Park Hill Golf Course Property,” which, according to the

Garnseys, it did not share with committee members prior to publication.

The statement lays out a mixed-use future for the 155 acres, citing the

benefits of parks, but also affordable housing, more grocery stores and

recreational opportunities. Ten committee members submitted a written

response, arguing that the vision statement glossed over the conservation

easement and claiming that Clayton had “ingrained bias” in favor of

development during the entire PCAC process.

OLD DEALS, NEW WOUNDS

Open-space advocates and past and present landowners appear to be in a

deadlock of divergent goals. Clayton admitted its intent on selling the

property from the beginning, and Westside has a stake in developing.

Meanwhile, the Garnseys’ contingent opposes any development.

Peshut, who resigned from Clayton’s board in 2016, takes a middle path: “I

wasn’t opposed per se to the removal of the conservation easement, I just

thought it should be done a certain way...to have an open, honest,

transparent public-policy discussion with all of the citizens of Denver,” he

says. “I don’t begrudge Clayton wanting to generate more revenue, because

they do great work. The problem was the way they went about this, by

turning it into a backroom sweetheart deal.”

Brantley says that all the public has to do to ease fears about a backroom

deal is “look at the complete legality of the sale. … The fact that Westside

came to us and made us an offer is pretty clean.”

But an earlier proposed deal between Clayton and the City has residents

looking at the Westside deal with suspicion. In 2017 — when the PCAC

process had yet to be technically completed — Clayton entered into a

complicated agreement with Mayor Michael Hancock’s administration

wherein the city would terminate the conservation easement, rezone the

golf course, buy half of the land for $10 million and lease the rest for

$350,000 per year.

The City had been eyeing a portion of the land for some time for its

controversial Platte to Park Hill stormwater detention project, which some

have long suspected is not a noble effort to prevent flooding, but rather a

roundabout way of rerouting the city’s stormwater detention ponds to

make way for another highly controversial project, the I-70 expansion

through east Denver. (This January, the City did take several acres of Park

Hill Golf Course for the project, which shuttered the course for at least the

year.)

The deal gave Denver the stormwater detention land, plus, as Peshut points

out, the opportunity to profit from land sales, since the maximum amount

it would pay, $24 million, was still under market value. Part of the problem

with that deal, Peshut says, was that the city stood to profit from the golf

course while “engaging in the illegal practice of ‘contract zoning.’” In other

words, the city had agreed to rezone the property and resell it for more

than it had paid.

And the two parties involved appeared to have overlapping interests. For

one, Clayton boardmember Andy Meyers was a shareholder in the law firm

Brownstein, Hyatt, Farber, Schrek, with which Clayton consulted

throughout its consideration of the sale. Another one of Clayton’s lawyers

from Brownstein, Bruce James, ran Hancock’s first campaign, and was his

personal attorney in the Denver Players prostitution scandal. Garnsey

believes that the Brownstein law firm gave Clayton an in with the mayor

and the lobbying power to negotiate a sweetheart deal that enabled it to get

around the trouble of finding a buyer that would purchase such an

encumbered site.

But that proposed deal stalled before it ever went through city council

because Arcis also caught on to how valuable the land would be. It sued

Clayton, claiming its right to buy the land on the same terms. Then to top

the legal fight, Arcis filed an additional lawsuit earlier this year, after the

City took over 35 acres for the stormwater detention project, leaving the

golf course dysfunctional. Arcis claims it had never approved the project

but still had to pay for maintenance while it was under way, and thus

deserved compensation. Arcis also alleges that Clayton pressured it into

giving up its lease back in 2018, though the company had exercised an

option to renew for five years.

In a February 21 letter to Arcis, City Attorney Kristen Bronson wrote that

the City was “generally not interested” in selling off the conservation

easement unless it had long-term control. To Garnsey and his group, it

looked like the land was safe, at least while the lawsuit played out.

Then, seemingly out of the blue last month, news came that Clayton was

selling the property to Westside. 

(Brantley says they had been in discussion for eight months.) As it turns

out, Westside paid Arcis — Klein would not specify the amount, citing a

non-disclosure agreement — to dismiss its first lawsuit for the right to buy

the land; the second is still going through court.

WHAT HAPPENS NOW?

Now, Garnsey says, he and SOS Denver will direct their ire toward Westside

and city council. In a way, he says, the closing was good news for them,

“because now the foil isn’t Clayton, who comes crying about how poor they

are and how much they need money for their program. [Now] our foil is a

rapacious developer.”

Klein knows that being a developer is “probably the most hated

profession...people automatically don’t like you if you’re a developer, in

Denver at least.” But he insists that Westside isn’t like other developers,

pointing to its major ongoing project, the redevelopment of the old Loretto

Heights campus.

Mark Witkiewicz, the Westside partner who has led that project, says that

while Westside could have done anything it wanted with the Loretto

Heights land, it chose to go through what he calls a “beautiful” area plan

drafting process led by the City. The process has been ongoing for the past

year, led by a fifteen-person steering committee composed of area

stakeholders, and has collected input from thousands of residents. The

current plan, set for a first public hearing on August 7, outlines a diverse

mix of residential and commercial development that centers on an

“equitable” vision for the area’s future, including transit accessibility,

historic preservation and livability.

Still, anti-development political momentum has been building in the city,

and Park Hill Golf Course is the next major battle. According to a

questionnaire that Garnsey’s group sent out, all of the new city council

members said during their campaigns that they support the conservation

easement; Chris Hinds, Candi CdeBaca and Amanda Sawyer ousted

councilmembers who were either in favor of development or had not

disclosed an opinion.

As for the remaining councilmembers, Kendra Black, Paul Kashmann and

Debbie Ortega said they would support only some development, and Stacie

Gilmore supported development while Kevin Flynn, Jolon Clark,

Christopher Herndon and Robin Kneich did not answer. Herndon, whose

district encompasses the golf course, has declined to comment on the

easement. Additionally, all major mayoral candidates except Hancock

supported the conservation easement.

Hancock spokeswoman Theresa Marchetta writes in an email to Westword

that the City was not involved in the current deal. While she doesn’t

comment on whether Hancock supports redevelopment or removing the

conservation easement, she notes that “the Mayor strongly believes the

future of Park Hill Golf Course should be determined by a process that fully

engages the residents in the surrounding neighborhoods on what that

future will look like.”

The Garnseys started a Change.org petition — which as of July 25 had

collected over 5,000 signatures — to urge city council to protect the

conservation easement. One problem with that approach, however, is that

the conservation easement isn’t an everlasting mandate to preserve the

land. Although it was funded by taxpayer money thirty years ago, as

Brantley puts it, “it’s really just a contract between the landowner and the

City,” and it can legally be undone with city council’s blessing. Moreover, it

specifies that the land should remain a golf course, so it would have to be

altered before it could become a park.

Throughout the PCAC process,

Clayton and others argued that uses

other than golf would better serve the

community. That’s why the vision

statement included a grocery store,

characterizing the area as a “food desert,” and affordable housing, since

Clayton’s own teachers and families often can’t afford to live in the area. 

But open-space advocates don’t buy that approach. “I think many of us,

myself included, found it disturbing that the City justified redevelopment

under the pretext of developing affordable housing,” Tate says. “The City

has utterly failed to significantly address the issue for the last eight years,

and it’s disturbing that the only way they’re now willing to address it is if we

don’t get open space.”

Clayton Early Learning, meanwhile, is breathing a sigh of relief that it can

step back from the contentious land battle and focus on its mission of

helping Colorado lead the way in early childhood education. While

Brantley knows people are disappointed, she invites them to “come see

what the money is actually being used for. Because it is benefiting the

community. It’s benefiting these families directly, absolutely, but these kids

are the future of this community.”

Klein and Westside partners are preparing to size up the scene. “I’m

hopeful that before they bring out the torches and pitchforks that they

listen, that we can at least sit down and have meaningful discussion,” Klein

says. “We work really hard at working with people, and some we’ll never

agree with...but if nothing else, they’ll know that we care.”

But with Park Hill advocates like the Garnseys, who are fed up with

developers and staunchly defensive of the full open space, Klein might be

in for a longer, more heated public-relations battle than he has bargained

for. As Georgia Garnsey puts it, “I don’t feel like compromising on that land.

… I think we’re seeing a city being corrupted to the point where it’s owned

by a law firm, a lobbying firm, the bottom feeders that feed off of them, and

the mayor. It’s shocking to me. And this beautiful city — it’s ugly. There’s no

soul left.”
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Reader: Does This Look Like BeLoLoHi to
You?
PATRICIA CALHOUN | JULY 27, 2019 | 6:42AM

Denver Union Station just celebrated its fifth anniversary of reopening as a

multi-modal transportation hub, not to mention the city's "living room,"

after a massive renovation. Over the past five years, the area behind the

station has been transformed, too, until every square inch holds new

construction, or has at least been claimed for a new project.

The area has apartments, offices, even a Whole Foods. What it doesn't

have? A name. Technically, it falls into the Union Station neighborhood on

Denver's official list of neighborhoods...but that map is so old it doesn't

include LoDo (created as an official historic district in 1988, and stopping

right at Wynkoop Street) or RiNo (created as an arts district in 2005, with

more fluid borders). Now when you head downtown, though, LoDo and

RiNo are common identifying labels, and the area behind Union Station

needs one, too.

So we asked readers to add to our list of suggestions: Central Platte Valley,

The CPV, Behind Union Station, BUS, The Railyard, The Bottoms, The

Caboose, Nu Denver and Gotham City. Here's what they offer:

Says Dondrae:  West Point. (It's on the west side of Five Points, and it does

have a ring to it.)

From Paul: How about "BOTTOMS UP"?

From Zeyen: MillennialLand. I'm on the tail end of millennials, so I can call

it that.

From Jerrod: Panhandle Park.

From Kevin: Overpriced white entitled folks.

From Nick: Broville or Transplantia.

From B Jonathan: Uppityville.

From Gabe: Skid Row. (Throwback to its humble beginnings. The hipsters

will find it very authentic.)

From Dave: Well, the one for the new Sloan’s Lake developments is SLSb

(Sloan’s Lake South Beach). BeLoLoHi was mentioned, and does seem

similarly ridiculous so I like it.

From Austin: Most Boring Place in the City.

From Marshall: PYE ... "Privileged Yoga Enthusiasts"

From Aaron: Taint...a term used to refer to the perineum (the region of the

human body between the genitalia (LoDo) and the anus (LoHi).

From Brad: Cabooseville!

From JP : TooExpensive4me. (Ohh Denver. It’s you, not me.)

From Damon: New Union, NewU for hipster purposes.

From Gene: Gentrification, Denverification (either works).

From Jame: What it is. The Tracks.

From John:  Whole Foods Station (aka WhoFooSta)

From Jamie: Goneville or Wasville...or maybe just Boulder?

From KJ Anderson: Lowlands. Highlands is right across the street.

From Louis: Just Coming Through.

From Chris: Bunions = Behind Union Station.

From Mark: Seattle.

From Rachel: Rock Island.

From Jamie: "that fucking part of town"

From Al: The butt end.

From Jeff: River Central.

From Billy:  Knee Hi.

From Chris: Wrong Side of the Tracks.

From Graham: Many of the residents who have recently moved into this

area are in the cannabis industry, thus we collectively refer to it as 'Terp

Town.'

From Chris: Call it the Turning Point neighborhood, since that’s where the

city streets cut to a diagonal from the cardinal directions. Influenced by the

confluence of Cherry Creek and the South Platte, and where Denver first

broke off from the original settlement of Auraria:  a turning point in the

history of our city.

From Jason: ANUS. Area Near Union Station.

Says Nick: Union Square.

From Daniel: Train Yard.

From Mike:  How about “The magical place behind Union Station, where

the skaters can’t read the no skating signs, and the tourists are run over by

skaters and scooters.” A bit long-winded, sure, but maybe it’ll catch on.

From Nicole: Dumpster Fire.

From Jin: The Crossroads, or Ol’ Reviver, or the Untrained District, or The

Fork.

From Tay: When I was a kid, I called it  “no man's land,” but that was long

ago.

KJ Anderson Lowlands. Highlands is right across the street. Or the

Railyards.

From Louis: Just Coming Through.

From Matt: Transplant Town.

From Stosh: It’s already called River Front or Riverfront Park.

From Beth: Seriously, Union Station.

From Emilano: From the north side,

we call that downtown.

And then there's this from Bryan:

How about just FUCKING DENVER?

Why do we need to name all these

neighborhoods? For fuck's sake, what is the point? To increase property

values even more astronomically? Figure it out...

And Jared responds: Then residents could be referred to as "Fuds" or

"FuDees." It's got possibilities for just the right amount of annoying trendy

shorthand. I'm for it.

Do you like any of the suggestions? Have other ideas? Post a comment or

email editorial@westword.com.
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Aliens and Insanity on the Colorado
National Monument
MICHAEL ROBERTS | JULY 29, 2019 | 7:12AM

One complaint often voiced by longtime Coloradans is that the state's

growing population, driven by an unprecedented influx of transplants from

far-flung places across America and around the globe, is diminishing the

eccentricities that have made the state so unique. But I'm here to report

that the idiosyncratic Colorado characters that Westword has celebrated for

more than forty years are very much alive, well and zanier than ever.

And fortunately, the one I ran into on Friday at the Colorado National

Monument didn't kill me.

The Monument, one of the most gorgeous spots in the Rocky Mountain

region, is minutes from Grand Junction, where I traveled with my wife, Deb,

last week to attend our fortieth high school reunion. We're both members

of Grand Junction High School's class of 1979.

That event promised to be strange enough, but the scenario became even

more surreal as we approached the city on Thursday morning and a fighter

jet suddenly materialized in front of us and shot straight into the sky. Turns

out the pilot of the craft, a Blue Angel, was warming up for the Grand

Junction Airshow, which was scheduled to take place that weekend, and

not a harbinger of a strike to put down a revolution among local residents,

which definitely wasn't happening. The closest thing to a rebellion we saw

during our stay were two lonely guys in a parking lot across the street from

our hotel trying, mostly in vain, to get visitors to sign a petition to recall

Governor Jared Polis.

The following morning, Deb and I decided to travel over the Monument in

order to marvel at how we'd managed to survive those moronic summer

nights during our teens when we'd zoomed along hairpin curves

overlooking sheer cliffs with enormous drop-offs in vehicles whose drivers

were utterly inebriated. Near the top of the roadway, we parked, got out of

our car in an isolated area where no one was around and walked to an

overlook, where we were hoping to get a photo of the majestic Grand Mesa,

on view in the distance, when suddenly a white SUV pulled over and a man

hopped out.

"Want me to take your picture?" he asked.

The question certainly seemed benign enough, and so did the bandanna-

wearing person who delivered it. Sure, he was grizzled, but he looked like a

cross between a friendly hippie on the north side of sixty and Walter

Huston from The Treasure of the Sierra Madre . "Sure," I said. "That'd be

great."

The man jauntily trotted toward us, grabbed my cell phone and took a

couple of snaps. Then, as he was returning the phone to me, he asked, "Do

you know about the mystery of the Anasazi?"

While that rang a distant bell, I admitted I didn't know much about it — but

the man sure did. He explained that the Anasazi had seemingly vanished

over 600 years ago, and no one knows what happened to them. He had a

theory, however, bolstered by research he had been doing since his

retirement. He told us that he'd found three wall etchings — one in Glade

Park, near the Monument; a second outside Rangely, in northwest

Colorado; and a third in the vicinity of Moab, Utah — that contained the

answers.

Oh, yeah: He believed they'd been scratched into the rocks by aliens.

These illustrations, the man was convinced, proved that extraterrestrials

had abducted twenty million people, including the Anasazi and members of

two other indigenous tribes, and murdered them for their blood. That was

why he carried a gun, which he announced while patting his chest,

presumably indicating that the gat was contained in a covered shoulder

holster.

By that time, I'm certain the smiles on our faces had melted like the last of

the snow clinging to the distant mountain peaks and our eyes had taken on

the glassy expressions common to horror movie victims who failed to

recognize the danger looming over them until it was too late.

Meanwhile, the man kept going. He mentioned a traveling companion he

referred to as "she," but there was no woman in the car. Instead, we learned

seconds later, there was a very angry little dog who began barking at us as

the man went over to the passenger compartment to get photos of the

etchings. The grainy images boasted assorted designs, some shaped like

stars, with scratches over them that the man said dated to the Ice Age,

which proved...well, I'm not sure what they were supposed to prove. But

when he asked what I thought of his findings, I knew one thing for sure: I

definitely didn't want to piss him off. "I'm not a scientist," I said, "so I don't

think I could comment intelligently."

"I'm not a scientist, either!" he happily declared, before further delineating

the nuances of the scratches in his pics — and Deb asked several followup

questions about them. She told me later that she'd been trying to keep him

calm, too, which was totally understandable. But at that point, I just wanted

to get the hell out of there.

Finally, after about ten minutes, I was able to break into his monologue to

say, "Well, I'm sure you want to get back to your research. Thanks for

sharing that with us. Have a good day."

With that, Deb extended her hand to

shake his, but he left her hanging. "I'm

germ-phobic," he revealed.

As we walked back to our car, I had to

tell myself not to move too quickly,

even though there seemed like a more than reasonable possibility that the

backs of our head would soon be ripped apart by gunshots. But, no: The

man got back into his SUV with his dog and drove away.

Deb and I watched him go, then stayed in our car for another five minutes

or so, ihoping that he would get far enough ahead of us that we wouldn't

encounter him again a few miles down the road — and we didn't. He simply

disappeared over the hill. We never saw him again.

Maybe he was abducted by aliens, or, as he occasionally referred to them,

"fallen angels" (and not the blue kind). If so, he died shortly after sharing

the truth about the Anasazi — and proving that despite all those

newcomers, Colorado is as weird as ever.
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Despite Opposition From New City
Council, Lobbyist Appointed to City
Board
CONOR MCCORMICK-CAVANAGH | JULY 30, 2019 | 7:57AM

The new Denver City Council is already putting veteran political lobbyists

on watch.

On Monday, July 29, a bloc of council members led by Councilwoman

Candi CdeBaca voted against the appointment of CRL Associates managing

partner and powerful lobbyist Roger Sherman to a city board that

nominates individuals for another board that monitors law enforcement in

Denver.

The opposition to Sherman's appointment to the Citizen Oversight Board

Nomination Committee failed; only council members Chris Hinds and

Amanda Sawyer joined CdeBaca, who originally attempted to push the vote

to next week to allow for a public hearing on the appointment. But that

three members voted against appointing Sherman to a volunteer role

shows that council chambers might not be easy territory for lobbyists to

navigate going forward.

In addition to being a regular at the City and County Building, Sherman,

who sat in the front row at Monday's meeting, also led the No on Initiative

300 campaign, which handily defeated — and outspent — the Right to

Survive initiative, which would have essentially overturned Denver's

camping ban.

Councilman Kevin Flynn argued that postponing the vote would touch on

topics "tangential" to Sherman's appointment to the board.

"Those who oppose this appointment should simply vote no on the

resolution, rather than postponing it for a week," Flynn said.

CdeBaca quickly countered his argument. "I think with our recent election

we set a precedent that really was saying to this city that we want more

checks and balances and accountability. I don’t think its unnecessary or

inappropriate to ask the community to be more extensively involved in

these processes."

Councilwoman Robin Kniech suggested the new council members do their

homework. "In the future, I hope that folks will pay close attention both to

announcements and openings for boards, as well as to the consent agenda,

so that they can raise these questions in a way that doesn’t put individuals

through a floor discussion," Kniech said, acknowledging that new council

members might not have had the time do so.

In arguing in favor of Sherman's appointment, Kniech said Sherman has

the experience, since he previously served on the Citizen's Oversight

Board. "This nominee publicly advocated in this body for stronger

oversight," Kniech said about Sherman's work to increase the power of the

Office of the Independent Monitor, Denver's law enforcement watchdog.

CdeBaca was unswayed by the praise

for Sherman. "I still am doubtful that

he is someone that can be

nominating, recruiting and screening

the appropriate person for the role,"

she explained. "Recycling people who have been in these spaces is another

form of consolidating power."

CdeBaca also called out fellow members of city council for taking financial

contributions from Sherman.

"I think the fact that we have a lobbyist play a very strong role in the issues

coming before this body doesn’t mean that because they give us money,

that any of them own us," replied councilwoman Debbie Ortega.

Kniech argued that in his new role, Sherman won't have significant

sway. "This body frankly has a lot of work and very little power," she said.
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Denise Plante Leaves 9News's Colorado
& Company  After Nearly 16 Years
MICHAEL ROBERTS | JULY 29, 2019 | 6:02AM

Denise Plante, one of Denver's most popular radio and TV personalities,

has been through plenty of changes over the past year.

Around this time in 2018, she parted ways with KOSI 101 over a contract

dispute after a decade and a half, but landed mere weeks later at 106.7 The

Bull, a new country station from iHeartMedia. And now she's moving on

from Colorado & Company, a daily advertorial program on 9News that she's

hosted since its inception nearly sixteen years ago, in September 2003. But

she'll still be coming into the studio regularly because of her role as a

lifestyle consultant on Daily Blast Live, a syndicated feature from Tegna,

9News's parent company.

Plante stresses that "there's no bad blood at all" over her departure from

Colorado & Company. "We just disagreed on a couple of terms in my

agreement, and that's it. No big deal. And I love everyone at the show and

9News."

The feeling is mutual. Mark Cornetta, the president and general manager

for 9News and its sister station, My20 (also known as KTVD/Channel 20),

as well as an executive vice president for Tegna, has only positive things to

say about her.

"After sixteen incredible years, Denise Plante is moving on from her

position as host of Colorado & Company," Cornetta notes via email. "She

helped launch the show, and was an integral part of its award-winning

success. While we will miss Denise and wish her the best, fans can still find

her on the radio at 106.7 The Bull, where she hosts mid-days 10 a.m. to 3

p.m."

The gig at The Bull represented a

pivot for Plante, but her audience

appears to have followed her. In the

most recent ratings report for the

Denver market, she notes that she

finished third in the all-important 25-54 demographic and first among

listeners between 18 and 49. As a bonus, she recently returned from

Nashville, where she had the opportunity to host a stage at the Country

Music Association's annual CMA Fest. And she's enjoying the Daily Blast

Live gig in association with the MorningSave.com website.

She looks back with fondness on her Colorado & Company experience: "That

show meant so much to me, and I treasure getting the chance to help

nonprofits and get to know people from organizations I would never have

had a chance to meet. I became friends with most of the clients and their

families."

Cornetta certainly isn't giving up on the Colorado & Company concept.

"While no replacement host has been named as yet, we will continue to

have Jacquie Palisi, Vida Urbonas and Karen Rocznik fill in as they have

over the years," he reveals.

In the meantime, Plante is keeping her eyes open for future opportunities.

"I love TV as a medium, and I'll continue to pursue it. I'm just excited to see

what comes next."
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